I believe the salt of my work is its political
thrust. Not the pedagogy of social
realism, but an implied, sometimes
explicit, enactment of human
circumstances. The urge to reach out to
touch skin and to make life-size figures in
graphite that can be massaged and
burnished into chiaroscurist 'life' and
rupturing these against acrylic
surrounds-this has politicking in its
programme.

You'll probably note in my work the persistence of surrealist cut and paste. I
sardonically submit that the friction caused by cross-cultural interaction is a surreal
experience. The starkly contrasting world views are spectacularly offered in
comparative black/white consumer practices with houses, food, cars, money, at
almost every turn. Fundamentally, you see black people supremely at ease and
confident with their bodies, in a way that is only vestigially achieved by EuroAustralians. But for most Australians, the 'black is beautiful' credo is reserved for
aboriginal football heroes.

Initially I was attentive to the transference
of detail, honouring comments offered by
aboriginal subjects. Out came the eraser
to faithfully re-enact a skin slash in the
graphite to accord with sorry cuts and
manmade scars. But now that
overzealous approach has relaxed and
I've quit the passive, self-conscious
posing volunteered to the camera. Early
on, I was also intrigued by reproductions
of Seurat's pointilism for its light effects.
The broken palette and optical mixing
seemed well suited to the luminosity of
harsh Centralian light. But what seemed
crucial once is relegated within the visual
code of the work. Some people read
ironic references to the art of the Western
Desert peoples in this. I confess that I've
had very little to do with the art and it's
only in the last year that Arrernte families
have entered the 'dot dot' market.

One day last Summer, at Tyuretye, the confluence of the Charles River and the Todd,
recent rain had left a waterhole. My daughter and I left our airconditioned precincts
on this 40 degree day by bike, for a dip. While resting the bike against a tree and
slipping off our shorts, a commotion from 7 or 8 aboriginal women broke out in the
river sands of the opposite bank. The blows and verbals mostly came from two
women. Both were bleeding from scalp wounds and their t-shirtswere soon in tatters.
Others intervened and interjected. It was a ten minute affair moving over 30 to 40
metres.

There are no cameras owned by Arrernte
I know (and in camp no windows or
mirrors) and most of the photos in wallets
have come from me. Everyone knows
about photos and has a convention of
posing for them. But for me, carrying the
'mechanical eye' into camp is not the
matter of course it is around the house. It
is always negotiated. The camera has its
place. There are moments too intimate
for it to prise apart.
I guess few painters have had to bother
with the kwementyaye principle-the
removal from circulation of references to
the dead. It is an issue for me, at least in
the town where the work might be seen
and offend. And when the figures are
recognizable they are grouped in context
of 'skin' relations. That's a code
probably unique in European art. Not
that I'm puffed up about it: it's just an
issue to which I'm sensitive. To ignore
such basic protocol would be an
expression of discourtesy, not naivety or
indifference.
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'Life for Australian blacks is far too real, too raw, far too close to the knuckle of
oppression in the ghettos in the cities, the fringe camps in the rural areas, for abstract
interpretation', Kevin Gilbert claims.

We skirted the trouble getting across to the pool. We entered the pool leaving our
towel on the only shaded grass knoll, a space shared by a comatose couple. Young
kids were swimming using inflated bladders of empty wine casks as 'floaties'. Three
boys in their early teens played out some karate antics 10 metres along the bank.
The same distance beyond them, half a dozen young men were teasing one of their
number and, having wrestled off his cowboy boots and hat, they had thrown them into
the pool.
The women from the fight ambled past, save one, some 30 metres behind, who,
having found and replaced her bra, was studying the remains of her shirt. She
followed the others, cursing them in English and stopped before us to wash the gash
on her head. The blood skeined out through the small, warm pool of muddy water.
She stood up and delivered a parting promise to put the other woman in hospital.
All this impressed us mightily, but failed to gain the slightest glance from anyone else.
As she left, she passed the cowboy making a running leap from the bank to save his
drowning boots before they sank from sight.
The rest of the crew had moved around opposite us to watch another of their number,
his arm bandaged at the left elbow, swinging his good arm at a bigger woman,
identically bandaged. Their bandages, the waist-deep water, the inebriated misfits
choreograph a pathetic comedy. By this time both assailants seemed well beyond
doing further damage to each other. The kids were laughing, nibbling at my
daughter's legs, pretending to be crocodiles. Maybe half an hour had passed. For us
this was an occasion, an event crammed with nuance. For the kids at least, our
presence at the pool was the memorable surprise. Such incidents wrestle the eye back
from any loss of self-consciousness.The distance between cultures, for better and
worse, reinstates.
'Can we make art pleasurable and entertaining but also redemptive, restorative,
critical and empowering?' asks Lucy Lippard. 'Meaning exists only when it's shared ...
if we are not moved (politically and spiritually) the status quo is our reward .... The real
risk is to venture outside the imposed art contexts, both as viewer and artist, to live the
connections with people like and unlike oneself.'
I've found it particularly hard to allude to the world I'm trying to convey on less than a
cinematic dimension: the size of brushing and the figures demand an impactful scale.
The greys of graphite literally convey a leaden heaviness, giving a lumpen solidity and
gravity to the figures. Photography as a drawing aid intentionally limits fluidity. There's

a whole debate on the meaning of photography and its scientific incursions on the
practice of painters since its inception midway through last century. Ruskin and
Baudelaire were immediately onto it. Sontag, Arnheim, Barthes, Berger and others
have deepened our understanding of what a photographic culture like ours is about. I
find Arnheim's 60s essay on photography, Melancholy Unshaped, irresistibly salutary,
with us as inhabitants of a fatigued culture in sad times. That allusion is carried in my
work.
Our culture had, until Modernism, insisted on verisimilitude to confirm experience and
meaning. It has passed from pictorial, spatial inventions of perspective and
chiaroscuro to the study of light-candle, sun and neon. Photography, cinema and TV
have come to parallel, challenge and often be accounted for in handmade art. Such
technologies do have a role in disseminating fact. With each of them, so powerful
were they initially felt to be that viewers were deceived into believing that they were
experiencing the world. Doesn't something similar happen when we look at slides of
paintings? We have to be reminded of their actual scale, colour, thickness and the
rest. The assumption, whatever the tool, has been that truth, not lies, about our world
are being presented. I have tried to achieve something of the freeze-frame of
cinematography. Dark figures in clear light reverse the chiaroscurist formula of images
floating in the dark.
It's now an amusing academic footnote to learn of the anxious burying of
photographic source reliance by the 19th century artists and how others used it to
support the veracity of their visual claims. Manet, for example, shuffled his sitters
before Nadar's camera and improvised from those instant results his contemplative
musings, sorting photographic facts into personalized truths.
I don't think we've yet had the painters with sufficient style and vigour to do a Gerome
on aboriginal people, or say a Biersdart, a Remington, or a Famy. European colonial
attitudes towards indigenous peoples are as clearly evident in Australian as they are in
French or American colonial art. I would like to have seen what William Strutt, working
in Melbourne during the 1850s, would have made of the subject. The robustness of his
tableaus and their dexterity suggest a sensibility that could well have met the
challenges. His contemporary Dowling made affectionate if stilted work with aboriginal
Tasmanians. Tom Roberts made sympathetic if emblematic images during the 1890s,
and the ethno-photography of Tom Dick's elaborate reconstructions have an energy that
transcends his conservationist intentions in the first quarter of this century.
The artist I feel closest to is the American Willard Midgette who died in his early forties
when he'd only just begun mapping an area of painterly interest with Navajo peoples
in America's southwest during the late 70s-insofar as he declared himself in his
subject and conceived it in cinematic terms. Like mine, his programme is not about
assuming aboriginal ethnic guise or world view. The rules of consciousness of Arrernte
people are possibly not even accessible to me even if I had a better grip of the
language. Lack of Arrernte fluency doesn't prevent emotional participation, but it does
limit intellectual enquiry.
The press feeds off images of misery, brutal violence, maladministration and passive
indolent acceptance of the industrialised, cashed, host society about which aboriginal
peoples wait, like dingo or crow, for the fat of the dole. Without mediation, the media
flashes to deaths in custody, people staggering, slumbering, grog-faced through the
day, housed only by internment in hospital and jail.
Short lives, the rush to meet publication deadlines, these impede the courtesies and
tact that art can convey and enjoin.
I was struck recently at a meeting of Cherokee, Maori, Brazilian and Arrernte peoples
by the eloquence of the Arrernte welcome: Thisland greets you all and holds us in its
hands as we give our greetings. That might sound quaint to people whose notion of
land is limited to lawns and real estate. There is an inversion of ego-relating. The 'I' is
shifted from centre stage so that lands own it. It's a decentering won from perpetually
living in Nature's elemental midst and for that reason even the most ardent, radical

conservationist greens can only tour the
concept of belonging to country. Yet
global consciousness and the immense
scale of ecological damage have made it
possible for us to grapple with
commensurate scales of aboriginal cosmic
enterprise. Very little visual material
purveys the live raw energy that enables
people to endure and in some places,
thrive. I don't turn from the sadness. I have
my share of wretched grog stories that
confirm that. Grog is the ultimate tool of
the oppressor, it subversively induces and
perpetuates delusions about one's
powerlessness. I cry to see my friend has
stabbed his wife for lousy flagon money. I
cry to see another wasting before me and
invite him to eat more regularly with us.
Our car is a regular conduit to the
hospital. Of the 80 or so aboriginal
people I know, 18 have died these past 7
years, only 2 of them over 50.
During this time, none of my EuroAustralian acquaintances have died. But
having cried, you carry on, each loss
tugging at your own mortality, reining in
the size of the ship we're all in. The
warmth, passion and vital physicality are
in marked distinction from my cultural
background. The humour, the shared
pleasure in hunting and eating together,
of the regeneration and confidence I feel
when travelling out in the country, are at
some remove from the iconography of the
outback pitched by populist tourism:
McCubbin's campfire smoke is in its eyes.
I am often asked by European Australians
what the Arrernte think of my work. As if
Arrernte validation or otherwise might
legitimate the questioner's response. Yet it
is undeniably gratifying to have people
bringing someone wanting to sit in the
'company' of a portrait and talk to it
while the represented person is out of
town; to note the total geographic
disorientation Arrernte viewers have
when sussing the location of a painting
when that work is on the 'inappropriate'
wall of our house; to be informed that the
colour in a beard is part of a man's
mother's dreaming; or to be taken to
places of aboriginal significance and
asked to paint them in my style.

Rod Moss
Adapted from a paper given at the
Contemporary Art Space, Darwin,
July 1992.

